Year Two
This is the final of the three introductory units. This unit covers parts of the body,
numbers 21-31, items of clothing and months of the year. The unit begins with the
French Version of ‘Head, shoulder, Knees and Toes’.
Useful Prior Knowledge:
* French numbers up to 20
*The song head, shoulders, knees and Toes
*The tune of Happy Birthday to You
New Language Content
*Identify body parts
*Counting up to 31
*Identifying items of clothing
*Naming the months of the year
* Talking about birthdays
Autumn:
- Recap all prior learning
- Sing along and do the actions to a French sing with visual aid.
Children will learn key body parts by singing head, should, knees and toes.
Children can begin to answer questions such as: What is it? And respond by
saying: It’s/ they’re. Children can follow this up by labeling a person with the
correct body parts.
Spring:
- Recognise most French body parts when they are spoken.
- Children will then continue to develop their learning of a range of body parts,
for example: The arm, The leg, The head, The finger ECT.
Children will make their own monsters using modeling dough and then the
children will describe their monsters in French. Using the key Question and
responses.
-

Read numbers 21-31 with assistance.
Children will recap all previous numbers. They will then begin to learn the
vocabulary for the numbers 21-31. Children will they expand their vocabulary
by answering questions involving the different numbers for example: They are
_ chocolates.
Summer:
- Accurately say the names of the months of their birth days when given visual
prompts
Children will learn the different months in French. Answering the question:
When is your birthday? Can children learn the Happy Birthday song in
French?
-

Understand the difference between singular and plural
Children will learn a range of vocabulary for clothing focusing on Singular and
plural words. These words will include:
A dress, Trousers, a jumper, A T-shirt, A shirt and a skirt.

